28	GREEK NUMERICAL NOTATION
parts, except f , which had a special sign <Q> or <tt> ; the
submultiples were denoted by writing <cz> over the corresponding whole number ; thus
Babylonian systems. (a) Decimal.    (/3) Sexagesimal.
The ancient Babylonians had two systems of numeration. The one was purely decimal based on the following signs. The simple wedge J represented the unit, which was repeated up to nine times : where there were more than three, they were placed in two or three rows, e.g. ^ = 4, yry = 7- 10
was represented by ^; 11 would therefore be ^| . 100 had the compound sign J*-, and 1000 was expressed as 10 hundreds, by ^J*-> the prefixed ^ (10) being here multiplicative. Similarly, the ^J*- was regarded as one sign, and ^^J*~ denoted not 2000 but 10000, the prefixed ^ being again multiplicative. Multiples of 10000 seem to have been expressed as multiples of 1000 ; at least, 120000 seems to be attested in the form 100.1000 + 20.1000. The absence of any definite unit above 1000 (if it was really absent) must have rendered the system very inconvenient as a means of expressing large numbers.
Much more interesting is the second Babylonian system, the sexagesimal. This is found in use on the Tables of Senkereh, discovered by W. K. Loftus in 1854, which may go back as far as the time between 2300 and 1600 B.C. In this system numbers above the units (which go from 1 to 59) are arranged according to powers of 60. 60 itself was called sussu ( = 8oss), 602 was called sar, and there was a name also (ner) for the intermediate number 10.60 = 600. The multiples of the several powers of 60, 602, 603, etc., contained in the number to be written down were expressed by means of the same wedge-notation as served for the units, and the multiples were placed in columns side by side, the columns being appropriated to the successive powers of 60. The unit-term

